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About This Game

"Every Ogre must make his own path outside of the clan, but always pay respect to where he came from." - Overlord Gruuga
Wrathsin

Overview

Tale of Enki: Pilgrimage is a story-driven RPG that tells the tale of a young Ogre, Gargan, who's kicked out of his house by
his father for being a layabout. Gargan is determined to prove to his father that he's a true Ogre and sets off on a journey across

the country to retrieve a relic from an ancient Ogre hero. Gargan is joined on his journey by: Rook the aspiring paladin,
Drusilla the cruel demon witch, Twostone the rocky cyclops hermit and Ka-gu the reformed villain and current necromancer.

They all have their own reasons for joining the journey, but it's never smooth and they don't always get along too well.
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Tale of Enki: Pilgrimage is a turn-based RPG with no random battles! It has influences from both Western and Japanese role-
playing games as well as influences from classic pen and paper games like Dungeons and Dragons.

Character-driven plot that won't have you saving any worlds for a change.

Fast-paced battles using our custom Stamina system that lets you take multiple attacks per round.

Over 120 pieces of equipment to use ranging from swords to spells to armour.

Over 50 enemies and bosses to slaughter along your journey from bugs made of fruit to demon lords to the ghostly
spirits of your ancestors.

Dozens of quests where you can help the good folks of the land or abuse your power.

Original art and story all put together in our custom engine.
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Deep Review by Rsyx

*This game developed by AE developer of popular title AdevntureQuest World (aq.com)

First of all this game is not for everyone if you like pure RPG game you should download this then if not I don't recommend
you to download this

This is actually a good game the thing I don't like only the control system it feels really weird for 3D TPS game, also the
problem here is what you download is not the full game you can only download the map by visiting it so the loading will take a
bit longer. I recommend having good internet connection to be able to play this game smoothly without any problem (500kbps is
enough)

Overall this game worth to download, worth to play, worth to buy and get support but not worth for 4 years of waiting I expect
more from AE than this weird control game

*This review is pure my opinion, I'm trying my best to explain my experience playing this game. Generic Retro Shooter with an
C64 \/ Atari 400 feel circa 1982ish (i.e. before programmers really got to grips with what an 8 bit home computer could do). It's
OK for a few minutes but extended play is painful (no autofire \/ rapid bullet play required). The music is OK, the graphics are
blocky retro style. Really needs a bit of polish and more playtesting to smooth out the controls and generally tweak the difficulty
curve. I paid 8 pence gbp and got my money's worth but wouldn't say its worth a lot more than that. It does have trading cards
though.... The first horror game i actually completed. And enjoyed.. wish you could remove the hat tho but i love it! i allways
adored the american shierf police theme\/outfit. 2 new type of traps, ok map design , really disapointed at the loot. And most
importantly ITS FREE!!! so dont rate this negatively!!. I liked the premise, and the interface was fine to work through, but the
so-called twist in the case left me with a bad taste in my mouth and while some of the dialogue was genuinely funny, the bulk of
it was irritating and repetitive. This is one of those games that if I could choose a middle option, I'd go with that. As is, choosing
Do Not Recommend because of lacking story mechanics and lacking characters.

In the future I wouldn't mind trying a block of these cases to work through, but only if the characters were given more
distinctive attributes other than "different way of shouting", and if they cut the crap with the "ebil lesbian\/trans scorned lover"
shtick.. This latest instalment in the Quell series of logic puzzles is as satisfying and pleasurable as its predecessors.

As before you are challenged to devise a means of navigating a water droplet around the artfully designed areas, avoiding tricks
and traps and defeating obstacles whilst collecting all the pearls as you go. Sometimes you just have to collect all the pearls,
sometimes switch lights on, or enable a multiple grid of light beams that hits all available targets simultaneously, sometimes all
of the above.

After the early tutorial levels the difficulty increases and then the fun begins. So many times you avoid all traps, devise a logical
route and method to collect all pearls, solve all problems, achieve all goals and then you discover that you are just one move
short of a perfect score, teasing you, if you are so inclined, to peruse every move you have made to try and find some way of
shaving just one move off your solution. If your solution is, for instance, 53 moves and your perfect target is 52 moves, well,
some time may pass as you try to find that elusive one move reduction.

Add to this the challenge of discovering all the hidden jewels in each level, sometimes they are quite hard to find as well as
seemingly inaccessible, can you find a way of getting to them? There are levels hidden within levels, can you find and solve all
of them?

Complete each section and, in a series of letters, a touching story unfolds.
This together with the accompaniment of a relaxing soundtrack enables a pleasant immersion as you progress.

This is the sort of game that you might start to play on a rainy Sunday afternoon, the next thing you know it is the early hours of
the morning and the birds are singing.

Excellent game, can't wait for the next one.. Game hangs. Unplayable.. The voice acting was the cringiest thing I've ever heard..
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A nice add-on for flavor.
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another halfassed finished game,spend more time on updates than actually playing the game.. A very nice game but sadly
abandoned years ago with a couple of game-breaking bugs. For example it may happen that population begins to die out and due
to bugs there's no way to stop it = game over in few minutes even though you're close to finish.. Ez unlock 5000 Achievements
100%. Quite an excellent expansion for DG1 with even more maps and two new AI characters. Much better replayability and
\u201craspberries\u201d for Fletcher.. A Belorussian WWII game with no Soviet campaign while you can play Nazi campaign
against Soviet, what the hell?!. Nicely detailed, very fast, and the Southeastern Class 466 EMU is very detailed. Recommended
for Eastern Train fans.. ruff and not full english. While many elements of the game are enjoyable, a set of bugs and the lack of
currently available support (the links to the developer's\/publisher's pages simply go to spam sites at this point) force me to
recommend against this game. If it were a free download, I'd suggest it with the caveat to not get too involved or attached, as
there's a good chance you won't be able to finish the game or achievements. It's always sad to see a game abandoned by its
creators, and this one is no exception.
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